Some of the new features available in Mastercam 2020 include:

- 3D tool enhancements
- Hole-making consolidation
- Restructured chaining dialog
- Dynamic Motion™ improvements
- Accelerated Finishing™ advancements
- More realistic simulation
- Ability to track associativity
- Model-Based Definition
- Go to Home on Tool Plane change
- Updated rotary axis positioning
- Skip Drill Cycle Pecking
- 2D multiple air regions
- Advanced Toolpath Display
- Solid Push-Pull-Copy
- Solid Add History
- Productivity+™ enhancements
- Swarf enhancements
- Thread milling enhancements
- Rest Roughing Holder Checking support
- Deburr enhancements
- Analyze associativity
- New Mill-Turn Component Library

These are just a few of the powerful new tools in Mastercam 2020. To see them in action or for more details, visit what'snew.mastercam.com.
WHAT'S NEW in Mastercam® 2020

Faster, More Efficient CNC Programming

- Partnership Implementation
  - Save time, reduce errors, and gain access to the latest innovative partnerships offered exclusively through Mastercam.
  - 3D tool enhancements
  - Collaboration of Global Partner Network

- CNC Programming
  - Increase productivity and programming efficiency while reducing overall costs.
    - Hole-making consolidation
    - Restructure of chaining dialog
    - Dynamic/Accelerated improvements

Process Improvements for the Digital Age

- Job Preparation/Setup
  - Get parts on the machine faster. Reduce setup time and improve production efficiency.
    - More realistic simulation
    - Chaining enhancements
    - Ability to track associativity
    - Model-Based Definition

- Validation
  - Gain programming assurance, improve quality, and make better, more informed decisions before the part is run.
    - Go to Home on Tool Plane change
    - Updated rotary axis positioning
    - Skip Drill Cycle Pecking

- Job Management and Documentation
  - Improve job documentation, quality initiatives, process standardization, and help to qualify for supply chain certification.
    - System-level enhancements

For more details, visit whatsnew.mastercam.com.
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